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Executive Summery  
The World Orphanage Foundation conducted a mission to Africa on January 10 2010 to analyze 

the overall status & need of the orphans and children in the different Educational organizations 

and centers. The feasibility study was carried out by the Head by WOF through interviews, 

discussions with the government institutions, Directors of Educational centers and the 

Government of Africa. The main goal of the interviews and meeting was the initial introduction 

of World Orphanage Foundation, coordination and how to support the orphanage centers, 

educational centers, women rights and reduce child abuse. 

 

Helping Educational Organizations in Tanzania   

World Orphanage Foundation being an international NGO seeks to reach the poorest and the 

neediest. WOF team did a survey in Tanzania Africa and found out the kids studying and living 

in very low facilitated Organization in a very poor situation. Having the goal to help kids around 

the globe, WOF team started supporting them right from the time and has been helping them 

since then.  

The Organization has been helped with Clothing, beds, bed sheets, blankets, pillows and 

eatables they have also been helped with stationary for the whole academic years. 
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Helping Educational Centers in Africa  

 

Africa is another under developed country with economic issues and kids out there suffer more 

than any other kids around the world. They don’t have the facilities to even get a proper 

education; one can’t even imagine not having books to read or a pen to write. Finding such 

underprivileged communities and giving them a hand is WOF’s goal. 

Thus, WOF also started helping another educational center by providing yearly educational 

sponsorship for the growth of the Africa and African kids who all deserve having proper 

educational facilities like every other kid around the world.  

Witnessing WOF’s attempts the government of Africa has recommended WOF to open its 

brunch there soon in future. 
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Conclusion 

The meetings, interviews and communications were held with different government 

institutions, educational centers and organizations in Africa and it was found out that some of 

the educational centers and organizations were in a very bad condition with poor facilities 

provided for the kids in terms of education facilities, health care, food, clothing, sports 

equipments etc. The World Orphanage Foundation took a step to help some of those 

educational centers and organizations in Africa and provide the above facilities for them. WOF 

is pleased to open its brunch in Africa soon in future.  


